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Resolving the WTO COOL dispute through a negotiated trade settlement: The best solution to the
WTO COOL case is to reach a solution that allows the U.S. to maintain mandatory COOL for beef
by negotiating a settlement with Canada and Mexico in the context of ongoing trade discussions or
commercial disputes.
The United States could also pursue a more reasoned approach that allows mandatory COOL for
beef by addressing other ongoing commercial disputes with Canada and Mexico to allow the mutual
resolution of multiple issues to every party’s satisfaction. These could include ongoing negotiations
over long-standing disputes and settlements, an agreement to not bring future trade disputes, or an
agreement to rescind or weaken antidumping orders or other trade concessions.
Negotiated trade settlements are common and can preserve domestic standards: It is common for
WTO cases to reach a negotiated settlement that avoids trade penalties without necessarily changing
the measure that was challenged as a trade barrier. More than a third (34 percent) of WTO cases
have been settled, withdrawn, terminated or reached mutually agreed solutions.1 More than twofifths (43 percent) of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) disputes were mutually
terminated.2 Plaintiffs in WTO cases can suspend trade penalties even if the WTO authorizes tariff
retaliation. This is particularly true of disputes between close commercial partners like the NAFTA
countries. Canada suspended penalties after winning a dispute over the Byrd Amendment
antidumping rule and Mexico suspended penalties when it prevailed in a dispute over a U.S.
antidumping case on stainless steel.3
The United States resolved the Brazil-U.S. cotton case in the face of retaliatory tariffs with a onetime cash payment: The U.S. was embroiled in a decade-long dispute brought by Brazil against the
United States at the WTO regarding domestic support for cotton. In August 2009, WTO arbitrators
provided the level of countermeasures that Brazil could impose against U.S. trade. In 2014, the U.S.
entered into a MOU with Brazil that diplomatically resolved the dispute before the implementation
of countermeasures (presumably retaliatory tariffs).4 As part of the MOU, the U.S. contributed a
one-time final contribution of $300 million to the Brazil Cotton Institute. The United States did not
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attempt to negotiate a settlement in the COOL case. However, the American Beef Labeling Act of
2021 (S.2716) directs both the USTR and USDA to establish the means of implementing COOL for
beef in compliance with WTO rules. That compliance could also be achieved through negotiations
with the parties.
The 2014 MOU provides for additional support for the technical assistance and capacity building
activities begun under the 2010 Memorandum of Understanding. The United States will make a
one-time final contribution of $300 million to the Brazil Cotton Institute, or IBA. The 2014 MOU
also provides for additional uses for the funds, such as research in conjunction with U.S.
institutions.
Settlement of the WTO clove cigarette dispute provides model for combining commercial disputes
to maintain important domestic standards: In 2012, the WTO ruled that the U.S. ban on clove and
flavored cigarettes, designed to prevent children from smoking, violated the WTO because the ban
discriminated against flavored tobacco imports from Indonesia since the United States still
permitted the sale of menthol cigarettes, a comparable product.5 Although the WTO authorized
Indonesia to impose $55 million in annual tariff retaliation, the United States negotiated a
settlement that maintained the U.S. ban and suspended the tariff penalties (although the ban is still
considered WTO-illegal).6 Importantly, although the settlement included some terms that were
pertinent to the dispute (the United States agreed not to extend the ban on flavored cigarettes to
cigars or cigarillos), it also included several provisions that were beyond the scope of the original
dispute. The memorandum of understanding included increased market access for certain
Indonesian insulated wire exports to the United States, a commitment that the United States would
not bring a dispute against Indonesia’s export restrictions on mineral products and provisions to
strengthen Indonesia’s intellectual property enforcement. 7
Potential commercial areas that could be part of a settlement that maintains mandatory COOL:
In the clove cigarette case, the United States maintained a public interest protection by offering
concessions in unrelated commercial trade tensions (U.S. wire tariffs, Indonesian rare earth mineral
export controls and anti-piracy measures). The United States could use the approach from the clove
cigarette case to negotiate a broader settlement with Canada and Mexico that maintained mandatory
COOL by combining it with other commercial trade tensions. The following commercial issues
represent a menu of individual commercial trade issues that could be combined to resolve the
COOL dispute.
•

Establish more permanent solutions to long-standing trade tensions over softwood lumber
and sugar: In October 2015, the U.S.-Canadian Softwood Lumber Agreement expired, a
commercial compact that established a trade dispute détente over a commercial dispute that
has lasted more than a century.8 The dispute hinges on whether Canada’s low fees for
lumber collected from public lands amounts to an illegal subsidy. The United States applied
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$5 billion in countervailing duties (mostly refunded under the agreement) and the issue was
the subject of both WTO and NAFTA disputes.9 In May 2015, the United States suspended
both antidumping and countervailing duty investigations and penalties against Mexican
sugar exports to the United States in exchange for establishing limits for sugar imports.10
The suspension agreement withstood several administrative challenges that found that the
sugar deal provided appropriate protection for the U.S. domestic sugar industry, although
candy and other food manufacturers continue to press to have the deal eliminated.11 These
two commercial areas might benefit from long-term negotiated solutions.
•

Suspend or reduce antidumping orders against Canada and Mexico: The United States is
reviewing several antidumping orders against Canada and Mexico; revisiting these orders
could be included in a memorandum of understanding that maintained mandatory COOL.
Three antidumping orders are currently being reviewed as part of the 5-year sunset
reassessment (Mexican certain magnesia carbon bricks, order established September 2010,
currently up for 5-year sunset review; Canadian iron construction castings, sunset review
upheld October 2010, currently up for review; Mexican seamless refined copper pipe, sunset
review November 2010, currently up for review).12 There are other antidumping orders
against products from Mexico and Canada that could be considered as well.13

•

Withdraw pending WTO or NAFTA trade disputes against Canada and Mexico: The United
States has a pending WTO dispute against Canada (a complaint against Canada’s
provisional antidumping corn investigation in 2006), a pending WTO dispute with Mexico
(against Mexico’s regulations on the import of live U.S. hogs) and two NAFTA disputes
with Mexico (against Mexico’s antidumping duties on U.S. chicken thighs and legs and
against Mexico’s antidumping duties on ethylene glycol monobutyl ether).14

•

Agree not to pursue future trade disputes or complaints identified in USTR’s National Trade
Estimate Report: Every year, USTR catalogs the foreign laws, rules, regulations and
measures it contends are trade barriers that subvert U.S. export opportunities. The United
States identified 15 Canadian and 10 Mexican measures that are potential trade barriers and
could represent future U.S. WTO trade complaints. Like in the clove cigarette case, the
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United States could stipulate that it would not bring a trade challenge over one or more of
these measures to resolve the COOL dispute.15
Conclusion: The United States can negotiate a settlement that allows the reinstatement of
mandatory COOL for beef by either combining the COOL dispute with other trade and commercial
frictions and/or modifying certain of the COOL regulations as they apply to beef to address the
WTO dispute.
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